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Abstract
Due to Plasma - Surface Interaction fusion plasmas with ITER-like conditions contain
impurities existing out of sputtered and eroded wall particles. These impurities affect the
plasma fusion yield and reduce the life time of the containing vessel. Therefore, basic
understanding of these impurities is essential. We have made a Coulomb-interaction based
diffusion model that quantifies both the velocities and directions of these particles as a
function of time, with temperature, background plasma, type of impurities and density as
parameters. In doing so, we can monitor the time-dependent velocity distribution of the
impurity particles. With this model, we can make precise calculations for the time it takes
impurities to slow down. We define a parameter Hγ,φ, which will be a measure for the
dominant term in the plasmas motion; gyration or diffusion, ranging from zero for gyration-
dominated plasmas, to infinity for diffusion dominated situations. We find that for hydrogen
plasmas with a temperature of 3 eV and density of 2 · 1014 cm−3, our parameter Hγ,φ ≈ 6.2,
meaning that the plasmas behavior is dominated by diffusion.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction of Plasma
Commonly known are the three states of matter: solids, liquids and gases. One could say plasma
is to be the fourth state of matter. Heating up a liquid (or solid) to high temperature will break
the binding of the molecules (entering the gas-phase) and can even force the molecules into single
atoms, until eventually all atoms are free to roam space. Adding even more heat, some of the
atoms will ionize, losing one electron. Generally, a plasma is loosely defined as a gas of atoms
from which some large enough part is being ionized. This mixture of neutral atoms, atoms and
electrons will be called a plasma as soon as the charged particles dominate its behavior [1]. Main
characteristics of a plasma are quasi-neutrality and Debye-shielding. Quasi-neutrality basically
means that our system contains as just as much electrons as ions. Therefore, on large scales, the
charges will cancel and the bulk plasma will be globally neutral. Debye shielding means that
around an ion, electrons gather, until the electrical forces are in equilibrium. At that moment,
the electric field of the ion will be canceled by the electrons, and vice versa. In plasmas, thus,
electric fields of charged particles will be shielded and will only reach a small volume. Although
on earth plasmas occur very rarely in nature, all the stars are purely made up out of plasma
and through space drift enormous clouds of this fourth state. It is said more than 99.8% of the
observed matter in the universe, is plasma [2].
Almost all these stars do something that is incredibly useful for us: they fuse two hydrogen
atoms together, creating a helium nucleus. During this nuclear fusion process a huge amount
of energy is released, because one helium atom weights less than two hydrogen atoms together
and this mass-difference is purely turned into energy with Einsteins famous formula E = mc2.
It turns out that the fusion reaction with Tritium and Deuterium (both Hydrogen isotopes) is
most effective [3]:
T 31 +D
2
1 → He42 + n10 + Energy
These days, one of the main goals of physicists is to create ’green’ energy. One of the
possibilities is to try the suns trick here one earth: heat up hydrogen atoms until the plasma-
phase and let them fuse into helium, harvesting the freed energy. In this way we could provide
reliable, sustainable energy, without any greenhouse gases or radioactive waste.
1.2 ITER
Following a broad range of smaller testing devices, the first ’real’ reactor will be build in
Cadarache, France. Its name will be ITER, what used to stand for: ”International Thermonu-
clear Experimental Reactor”, although nowadays ”iter” is more often interpret as the Latin word
for ”journey”. After more than 20 years of planning, construction started in 2010 and is said
to be complete in November 2020 [3]. The European Union, Japan, South-Korea, China, India,
Russia and the United States all contribute to this huge international project. Besides offering
the opportunity of doing numerous experiments, ITER will be the first plasma on earth that will
actually be able to create more energy than it costs.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of a Tokamak
[4].
The machine will be made according to
the Tokamak model (figure 1), a standard set-
up for a fusion device, using strong magnetic
fields in a vacuum vessel. Because most of the
particles in a plasma are ionized and move-
ment of charges perpendicular to a magnetic
field line is hardly possible, the plasma will not
diverge. Instead, due to the Lorentz Force, a
charged particle will gyrate around the mag-
netic field-lines with a gyration frequency that
is only dependent of the mass, charge and
field-strength (ωγ =
qB
m ). Thus the plasma
atoms will circle around around the B-field,
going in helial trajectories. To accomplish real
fusion, this mixture has to be heated up to 150
million degrees Celcius. Although ITER will confine the plasma using a magnetic field, there
will still be a small part where the plasma actually touches the wall of the container. This spot
is called the divertor. In this divertor, useless helium gas, impurities and heat are transferred
out of the system. Unfortunately a lot of useful hydrogen gas will also leave the system here. In
ITER, the plasma properties around the divertor are much unlike the properties in the current
Tokamaks. Around the divertor the plasma will be cooler and with a higher density. Although
much research has already been done to these low temperature-high density plasmas, some im-
portant questions still remain unanswered. Therefore generally assumed plasma properties may
not be valid in this regime and more research has to be done.
1.3 Impurities
Due to this Plasma - Surface Interaction (PSI) fusion plasmas with ITER-like conditions con-
tain impurities existing out of sputtered and eroded wall particles. In ITER these walls will
most likely be made out of Tungsten (m = 184u). Dealing with these impurities is of ma-
jor importance, because they largely affect the plasma’s behavior and fusion’s effectiveness [5].
Figure 2: The current idea
of how most of the impurities
quickly return to the wall.
Besides, this erosion will largely decrease the life time of the di-
vertor, causing higher maintence costs and time and less fusion
time. It is important to know where the impurities are most
likely to redeposit. If redeposition outside the divertor is found,
deuterium and (radio-active) tritium will stack on the walls as
well, eventually making your walls radioactive and yielding a lot
of problems. The general idea at the moment is that the wall par-
ticles get eroded or sputtered, become impurities in the plasma,
ionize after some time, and gyrate nicely back to the wall, follow-
ing the field lines, as is illustrated in figure 2. The question is if
this view on the movement of the impurities will still be true in
ITER.
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1.4 Main Questions
With our model we want to be able to answer questions about thermalization times. Questions
like: on what time scales do the particles adjust their speed distribution to the background
plasma? How does this depend on the mass, plasma-temperature and -density? Why do the
different parameters affect the diffusion behavior in the way they do? How far will the impurities
have traveled before they are slowed down? Another issue we would like to address is the diffusion
in azimuthal direction around the field lines. All charged particles gyrate around the B-field and
we would like to know: what is dominating the plasmas behavior, diffusion or gyration?
1.5 Method
By knowing the speed (and direction) of all these impurities we could be able to address some
interesting questions about the properties of these impurities. Therefore, we’ll discuss the time
evolution of distributions of impurity particles in velocity space, i.e. the diffusion of the velocity.
We use velocity space, and not position space, because starting from Coulomb-Coulomb inter-
actions, it’s a lot easier to calculate with velocities than to talk about position. Also, we can
already anwser our main questions by looking at diffusion over velocity space only. We will try
to calculate f(w, θ), thus our main goal is to create a model that will calculate the distribution of
velocities,T˙his fuction f(w, θ) is the velocity-distribution function, which is normally normalized
to be nimp =
∫ ∫
f(w, θ)w2 sin θdwdθ, but we take nimp = 1. Roughly, we started off with the
Boltzmann-Equation, which could be stated as follows:
∂f(~x,~v, t)
∂t
+ ~v · ∇xf(~x,~v, t) +
~F
m
· ∂f(~x,~v, t)
∂~v
= C(~x,~v, t)f(~x,~v, t)
Where C is a collision term, and ~F is some external force acting on the particles. In this
thesis, we assume the plasma to be in equilibrium, to be infinite and to be non-divergent, meaning
∇xf(~x,~v, t) = 0 and the whole x-dependence cancels out. Because we take the magnetic field to
be constant and global electric fields to be absent also ~F = 0 (only the local Lorentz-force is left,
but it can be scaled out of the system), and thus the equation we want to solve will be a version
of the Focker-Planck-Equation:
∂f(~v, t)
∂t
= C(~v, t)f(~v, t) (1)
If we find an expression for C(~x,~v, t), we could solve this differential equation for f . In order to
numerically solve equation 1, we will use spherical coordinates and divide velocity space in small
bins of size dw x dθ. Then we calculate, for every bin, the chance particles diffuse one bin upwards
or downwards and the chance a particle will remain in the same bin. This basically means we
repeatedly convolute the current velocity distribution with three delta peaks, of different height.
We will treat the changes in the velocity of the impurity particles as a random walk that is
biased (i.e. some extra friction force is slowing the particles down). Eventually we would like
plots as in figure 3, in which we can see the change of the velocity distribution through time.
A similar, existing model that could calculate this is the code ERO, which is widely used in
the fusion world. This code however, works with single particle trajectories and is therefore not
very well suited for calculating distribution functions [6]. Below is plotted an example of the
outcome of our model, tracking the position in velocity space of impurity particles, for some
mass, temperature, density, etc. In this thesis we will first discuss our model; what we do and
why it can be done this way. All the formulas will be derived in the section afterwards, the
section ”Model Theory”. Then we will discuss the testing of our model, making sure the output
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it legit. Finally we will discuss some results and draw some conclusions. In the Appendix some
basic theory about Coulomb interactions is included, but also some information about the code
and some long and tedious derivations.
Important Remark: All the formulas and constants we use, are written in Gaussian Units.
See the Appendix for conversion-formulas (section 7.1). Normally a plasma flows with some
velocity vplasma, but in our model we take the plasma to be stationary. By doing so we sit in the
reference frame of the impurity particles and adopt the common notation for velocity, in which
velocity is denoted by ~w = ~vimp − ~vplasma.
Figure 3: An example of a contour plot of the velocity distribution through time.
5
2 Model
We want to approach the diffusion of impurity particles in a more statistical way, instead of com-
puting single-particle trajectories (as ERO does). With the formulas provided by Chandrasekhar
[7], we define diffusion-probabilities, as functions of velocity. We divide velocity space into bins
(of dw x dθ) and assume that in each timestep, particles always diffuse one velocity-bin at max.
This assumption is valid if the time-steps are taken sufficiently short. We define a probability
distribution function, f(w, θ, t), giving the chance a particle is in bin (w, θ) at some time t. In
most cases we will not write the t-dependence explicitly and talk about f(w, θ) at some time t.
Our main goal is to determine how this distribution function evolves through time and from that
we will derive some physical quantities. We know eventually a Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium
will be obtained, see Appendix sections 7.2.3 and 7.2.4. Note that we do not take the φ-direction
into account. This is because we can already answer our main questions with a distribution over
only (w, θ) space, and because adding a new dimension will increase the complexity of our model
greatly and will increase computation time with a large factor.
2.1 Coordinate System
As may be noted before, we use a different coordinate system (see figure 4) than the one used by
Chandrasekhar. In line with Chandrasekhar, we also define the plasma as being stationary, but
we define a particles’ ’position in velocity space’ by its velocity, his angle θ with the B-field and
another angle dealing with his gyration (called φ). In doing so, we adopt spherical coordinates.
We assume the B-field to be constant in both space and time. Because the gyration time is not
dependent on the particles velocity, but only of its mass, we define φ = φ0 − γt, with φ0 the
’real’ angle of the particle. In this way the contribution of the Lorentz-force to the motion can
be forgotten. In choosing a new coordinate system,some problems arise, because we convert a
cartesian, rectangular system into a spherical one. Therefore the chance particles will diffuse to
a higher θ compared to the chance they diffuse to a lower θ, is dependent of θ. Also a diffusion
over θ may contribute to an increase in w.
Figure 4: Visualization of our spherical coordinate system.
2.2 Time Evolutions
In the next section, we also derive the probabilities particles diffuse one bin in a given direction.
With these probabilities, we can calculate the distributions of impurity particles, in steps of
dw and dθ. As mentioned before, we assume particles diffuse only 1 bin if the time steps are
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sufficiently small. We define p(w, θ) as the discrete version of f(w, θ), i.e. p(w, θ) is the chance a
particle has a velocity of w + dw and an angle of θ + dθ. Then after one time step particles will
diffuse away to higher or lower velocities, higher or lower angles and combinations of these. But
also some particles will keep a velocity of (w, θ). So our model removes particles from a point
(w, θ) and adds particles from the surrounding points, see figure 5. Afterwards it will go to the
next bin and do the same, until the new amounts of particles in all bins have been calculated.
Then the new density function is complete and one time-step is completed. All real calculations
are done with a C++ program, using the lists provided by Mathematica. In the appendix we
added the most crucial piece of the code, table 4 and more information about the computation.
Figure 5: Every time step the model calculates for every bin the changes in the probability particles are
in that specific bin due to the diffusion probabilities and the surrounding bins.
2.3 Cut-Off Velocity
Most of the formulas derived in the next section are approximations of the real terms. In order
to be able to say something about the diffusion in our coordinate system, we had to Taylor most
of the terms up to first or second order. To be able to do so, we stated that ∆ww  1. These
approximations are of course not valid for small w and will even diverge as w → 0. In our model,
∆w ≡ dw and thus for w ≤ 1 dw all these approximations do not hold anymore. When w ≥ 3 dw
the formulas hold up to roughly 7%. Therefore it would be good to cut-off all our diffusion
probabilties for values under w = 3 dw and under this value diffusion should be totally random
(we cannot clearly define a θ for velocities very close to zero anyway!). The problems with this
are that our model only works with diffusion of one-bin only and that adding randomness will
largely increase the computational time. Instead of random diffusion thus, we do not cut-off the
velocities until w = 1 dw, well aware of the fact our formulas are not in good approximation
anymore. In the bins where w = 0 we use the same diffusion parameters as for w = 1 dw.
For some very small part in our model we use the ’wrong’ formulas, for three reasons. Firstly
the computational advantage, we can still use the same code for low velocities and because we
ommit using random number generators, we do not lose speed. Secondly the chance particles
will have a low velocity is simply very low (tending to zero). Looking at the Maxwell Boltzmann
Distribution (eq. 39) we see that p(w = 0) = 0. Thus even in θ-space there will eventually be
very little particles at θ = 0 or θ = pi; sin 0 = sinpi = 0. Thirdly, we know that indeed for small
θ the diffusion will be very large (in reality tending to infinity as well) and diffusion over θ will
be very likely to increase the velocity. So although for low velocities our formulas do not hold
exactly, they still represent the reality.
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2.4 Boundary Conditions
For low velocities and low values of θ some discontinuous things may occur. We have taken all
the velocities to be greater than zero, so a switch in the directions of w means a ’diffusion’ of pi
over θ and φ. To restrain particles from diffusion through zero (or out of the model in general)
we added an extra ’ring’ to our system. Every time step we filled this ring with the probabilities
of the bin it touches. So for example let p(w, bθ=0) be the boundary element in the added ’ring’
below the points p(w, 0). Then we set: p(w, bθ=0) := p(w, 0). We also prepended the first element
of every diffusion-parameter-list to the list and appended the last. Thus, when in a time step our
model reaches the bin (w, 0), from that bin particles will diffuse to the bin (w, bθ=0) with some
probability. But, in the same computation, the same amount of particles will diffuse back from
(w, bθ=0) to the bin (w, 0) (because (w, bθ=0) is set equal to (w, 0)!). In this way, we have turned
the boundaries of our systems into walls particles bounce against. We use this approach because
it has many computational advantages (for example, the reduced amount of if-loops keeps the
code read-able and makes for a better optimalization by the compiler). Because we cannot take
endlessly many bins in w-space into account, we have to use some upper velocity wend. This is of
course not physical, because particles with this velocity wend do have some finite chance to get a
higher velocity, but we have put a wall there, so in our model particles cannot diffuse to higher
w. Thus we need to make sure that we have chosen wend high enough, so the chance particles
have a velocity of wend is neglegtible.
2.5 Computation Times
We used several tricks to win computation time, from which one is stated above and one is
explained in the Appendix. Therefore, our model now runs with a grid of around 200 bins in
w-space and 50 in θ-space (200 · 50), doing one million time steps in roughly one hour. Of course
the grid size and the amount of iterations are adjustable, but clearly our model is a lot faster
than the normally used code ERO.
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3 Model Theory
In our model we use the probabilities particles will diffuse one bin. Here we derive all these
quantities. In the Appendix the underlying theory of these derivations is explained. There we
derive the physics of Coulomb interactions and the associated Coulomb Logarithm (log Λ) and
give an example of a diffusion parameter. We refer to the Appendix (section 7.2) for a more
detailed explanation.
3.1 Diffusion Parameters
In this thesis, with a diffusion parameter is meant the expected (quadratic) change in ~w in
some direction per unit time. We define ~w = ~v − ~vplasma, with ~v the laboratory speed of the
impurity particles. Normally two directions are distinguished: w‖, in the direction of ~w and w⊥,
perpendicular to ~w. With these two directions, all changes in ~w can be made. An example of
how such a diffusion parameter is derived is given in the appendix, section 7.2.2. Chandrekeshar
has calculated more precise formulas for 〈(∆w‖)2〉,〈(∆w⊥)2〉 and 〈∆w‖〉 [7]. We will use these
formulas as basis for our model. The formulas state what the increase in velocity is in some
direction, per unit time:
〈(∆w‖)2〉 = AD
w
G(lfw) (2)
This formula (2) is a measure for the diffusion parallel to the current direction of the velocity.
〈(∆w⊥)2〉 = AD
w
(Φ(lfw)−G(lfw)) (3)
This formula (3) is a measure for the diffusion perpendicular to the current direction of the
velocity.
〈∆w‖〉 = −ADl2f (1 +
m
mf
)G(lfw) (4)
This formula (4) is a linear friction term, making sure the particles will be slowed down eventually.
In formulas 2,3 and 4, Φ is the error function, G(x) := Φ(x)−xΦ
′(x)
2x2 , lf =
√
mf
2kT , the average
kinetic energy of the field particles and AD is the diffusion constant, depending on the Coulomb
Logaritm (eq. 38).
AD =
8pie4nfZ
2Z2f log Λ
m2
(5)
Note: by filling in the units for Λ en lfw we obtain that [〈∆w||〉] = ms−2 = vs−1, [〈(∆w⊥)2〉] =
[〈(∆w||)2〉] = m2s−3 = v2s−1. These are indeed the units for diffusion over velocity space: the
average (squared) increase in velocity per second. The expression 〈∆w||〉 is therefore not really
a diffusion parameter, it is a linear friction term. Here we will just call it ’linear diffusion’.
These diffusion parameters are functions of the velocity. They must have been found by
integrating some (for us unknown) function S(∆~w) over the space of velocity intervals, including
different directions. More specifically:
〈(∆~w⊥)2〉 ≡
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
∫∞
0
S(∆~w⊥)(∆~w⊥)2d∆wdθdφ
〈(∆~w‖)2〉 ≡
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
∫∞
0
S(∆~w||)(∆~w||)2d∆wdθdφ
〈∆~w||〉 ≡
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
∫∞
0
S(∆~w||)∆~w||d∆wdθdφ
(6)
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This function S(∆~w) is the probability a particle with some velocity ~w will collide and increase
its speed by ∆~w. Due to physical arguments we can assume that S(∆~w)→ 0 for ∆~w →∞ (the
chance a particle gets a very large increase of its velocity as an effect of a single collision is near
0). In principle we need to pick our spacing over velocity space, dw, to be ’sufficiently large’
to make sure that S(∆~w) ≈ 0 for |∆~w| > dw. Although Chandrakeshar has calculated this
function S(∆~w) explicitly, for us it will remain unknown. Instead we only know what happens
if you integrate it. This turns out to be enough information for our model.
3.2 Diffusion over θ
In our coordinate system we have defined an angle θ (figure 4), this coordinate is not naturally
taken into account in the formulas provided by Chandrakeshar. Obvious is, however, that a
perpendicular velocity diffusion can change the angle θ and can thus contribute to the angular
diffusion. Here we derive parameters that take care of this diffusion in the θ-direction, using
the known quantity 〈(∆w⊥)2〉. We derive how much the angle θ changes due to a diffusion in a
purely perpendicular way. Note that θ does not change when a particle diffuses parallel to its
velocity vector.
First we derive a general expression for ∆θ in terms of ∆w⊥. In principle we just add a general
vector ∆~w⊥ to ~w and then calculate its angle θnew: θnew = arccos
(
(~w+∆~w⊥)z√
w2+(∆w⊥)2
)
. Then simply:
∆θ = θnew − θ. Note: sometimes the vector signs have been omitted for notational purposes,
but the context should make clear if the vector or its length is meant.
A velocity vector can be represented by: ~w = |~w|(cosφ sin θ, sinφ sin θ, cos θ). Now note that,
because we have symmetry in the φ-direction, without loss of generality, φ can be taken to be zero
(!); thus ~w = |~w|(sin θ, 0, cos θ), what will make our calculations a lot easier. One of the vectors
perpendicular to ~w will lie in the (x, y)-plane and the θ = pi2 -plane). The vector ∆~w⊥ that’s lying
in this (x, y)-plane can be written as: ~u = |∆~w⊥|(cos pi2 , sin pi2 , 0) = |∆~w⊥|(0, 1, 0) (using φ =
0, θ = pi2 ).
Figure 6: Clarification of our
construction of a general vector
∆~w, depending on angles α and
θ.
To obtain a general expression for ∆~w⊥, we can rotate some
vector ∆w⊥(cosα, sinα, 0) (with α ∈ [0, 2pi], and thus lying in
the θ = pi2 -plane!) over the vector
~u
|~u| under an angle θ, where of
course θ ∈ [0, pi]. To do this, we need to calculate the rotation
matrix around the normalized vector ~u. This matrix turns out to
be:
R~u(θ) =
 cos θ 0 sin θ0 1 0
− sin θ 0 cos θ
 (7)
Rotating the vector ∆w⊥(cosα, sinα, 0) over the matrix
R~u(θ), we obtain a general expression for all the vectors ∆~w⊥,
as a function of θ and α, see figure 6:
R~u(θ).|∆w⊥|
 cosαsinα
0
 = |∆w⊥|
 cosα cos θsinα
− cosα sin θ
 . (8)
Adding this vector to ~w we calculate its θnew and from that value ∆θ = θnew − θ. Doing so
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we find:
∆θ = θnew − θ = arccos
(
|~w| cos θ − |∆~w⊥| cosα sin θ√
w2 + (∆w⊥)2
)
− θ. (9)
We now have, as a function of both θ and α an expression for the change in a velocity-vectors
angle with the B-field. Here the θ is just the velocity vectors current angle and the α is the
orientation angle of ∆~w. Let us now sanity check this answer.
For θ = 0, we expect θ to increase, independently of the direction of ∆~w⊥ (see figure 4, thus
then we should find ∆θ0(α) = arctan
(
∆~w⊥
w
)
. Filling in θ = 0 in formula 9 we find: ∆θ0 =
arccos
(
|~w|√
w2+(∆w⊥)2
)
= arctan
(
|∆w⊥|
w
)
. And our formula seems to hold for θ = 0.
For θ = pi2 we don’t expect θ to change for ∆~w⊥ purely in the φ-direction. So we expect some
α-dependence. Filling in θ = pi2 in equation 9 we find: ∆θpi2 (α) = arccos
(
−|∆~w⊥ cosα|√
w2+(∆w⊥)2
)
− pi2 .
Now using that arccos(−x) = pi − arccos(x) and for x small pi2 − arccosx ≈ arctan(x). And thus
we find within good approximation (∆w⊥w  1):
∆θpi
2
(α) = pi−arccos
(
|∆~w⊥| cosα√
w2 + (∆w⊥)2
)
−pi
2
= arctan
(
|∆w⊥| cosα√
w2 + (∆w⊥)2
)
≈ arctan
( |∆w⊥| cosα
w
)
.
(10)
Which is the expected answer.
Now we need to make a good approach to ∆θ in such a way that we can still calculate useful
quantities. Therefore need to express it as ∆θ ≈ a + b|∆w⊥| + c(∆w⊥)2. If we have done this
we can integrate the expression times the unknown S(∆~w⊥) of section 3.1 over all the possible
values of ∆~w⊥. The detailed calculations will follow soon.
First we notice that if |∆~w⊥|w  1, then
√
w2 + (∆w⊥)2 ≈ w(1 + 12 (∆w⊥w )2). Rewriting equation
(9) and tayloring up to second order yields:
∆θ(θ, α) = arccos
(
cos θ − (∆w⊥w ) cosα sin θ
1 + 12
(
∆w⊥
w
)2
)
− θ
≈ cosα
( |∆~w⊥|
w
)
+
1
2
cos2 α
tan θ
(
∆w⊥
w
)2
(11)
Notice that for large ∆w⊥ equation 11 does not hold anymore, because ∆ww 6 1. Luckily our
function S(∆w⊥) will kill all those terms. Also notice that also for small w equation 11 yields
problems. To solve this we will have to make 〈(∆θ)2〉 a constant under a cut-off velocity. Why
this is still a valid approach will be discussed later.
Ignoring terms of
(
∆w⊥
w
)3
and higher, we can calculate the two terms 〈(∆θ)2〉 and 〈∆θ〉.
But first let us pause a second to explain why we expect a non-vanishing expressions for 〈∆θ〉.
Because we went from Chandresekhars rectangular coordinate system to a spherical one, the
system-bins are re-scaled. For example, the chance a particle with θ = 0 diffuses to a lower θ
is simply zero, so all the particles diffusing will go to a higher θ, explaining the existence of a
non-zero linear diffusion term in the θ-direction.
Also we notice that α is uniformly distributed over [0, 2pi] and thus that S(∆~w⊥) = 12piS(∆w⊥).
Now we can calculate the expressions we are interested in:
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〈∆θ2〉 =
∫ ∫ 2pi
0
S(∆~w⊥)
(
cosα
(
∆w⊥
w
)
+
1
2
cos2 α
tan θ
(
∆w⊥
w
)2)2
dα d∆w⊥
=
∫ ∫ 2pi
0
S(∆~w⊥) cos2 α
(
∆w⊥
w
)2
dα d∆w⊥
=
1
2w2
∫
S(∆w⊥) (∆w⊥)
2
d∆w⊥
≡ 1
2w2
〈(∆w⊥)2〉 (12)
〈∆θ〉 =
∫ ∫ 2pi
0
S(∆~w⊥)
(
cosα
(
∆w⊥
w
)
+
1
2
cos2 α
tan θ
(
∆w⊥
w
)2)
dα d∆w⊥
=
∫ ∫ 2pi
0
S(∆~w⊥)
1
2
cos2α
tan θ
(
∆w⊥
w
)2
dα d∆w⊥
=
1
4w2 tan θ
∫
S(∆w⊥) (∆w⊥)
2
d∆w⊥
≡ 1
4w2 tan θ
〈(∆w⊥)2〉
=
1
2 tan θ
〈(∆θ)2〉 (13)
A problem arises for 〈∆θ〉, because 1tan θ → ∞ for θ → 0, pi. For those boundary values of θ
we should therefore take the average over the finitely small bin dθ:
〈∆θ0,pi〉 =
∫ dθ
0
sin θ˜〈∆θ〉dθ˜∫ dθ
0
sin θ˜dθ˜
=
sin dθ
4w2(1− cos dθ) 〈(∆w⊥)
2〉 (14)
Note that for the inner bins (θ 6= 0, pi) equation 14 turns out to be: sin(θ+dθ)−sin θ)4w2(cos θ−cos(θ+dθ)) 〈(∆w⊥)2〉
and then, in the limit of dθ → 0 it turns into equation 13 again.
For particles with relative low velocities a perpendicular change of velocity (i.e. a diffusion
over θ- or φ-space) will largely affect their absolute velocity. Therefore we need to calculate the
change of velocity due to a change in angular orientation, see also figure 4. In formulas this
becomes (with again ∆w⊥ assumed small):
∆wθ =
√
w2 + (∆w⊥)2 − w ≈ w(1 + 1
2
(∆w⊥)2
w2
)− w = (∆w⊥)
2
2w
. (15)
Equivalent with 12 this yields:
〈∆wθ〉(w) =
∫
S(∆w⊥)
(∆w⊥)2
2w
d∆w⊥ =
1
2w
∫
S(∆w⊥)(∆w⊥)2d∆w⊥ =
〈(∆w⊥)2〉
2w
. (16)
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So now we have expressed all the diffusion parameters into functions we know. We still need
to change this into the chances particles with given velocities will change their position in velocity
space.
Summarizing, we get three important diffusion parameters due to diffusion over θ:
〈(∆θ)2〉 = 12w2 〈(∆w⊥)2〉
〈∆θ〉 = 12 tan θ 〈(∆θ)2〉
〈∆wθ〉 = 〈(∆w⊥)
2〉
2w
(17)
3.3 Diffusion Probabilities
At this point, we possess functions for 〈(∆w‖)2〉, 〈∆w||〉,〈(∆θ)2〉,〈∆θ〉, and 〈∆wθ〉. We want
to convert those into the probabilities particles diffuse over w-space and θ-space. We want to
choose our timesteps in such a way that for example in a time dt, 〈(∆θ)2〉dt < dθ2. Note that
indeed 〈(∆θ)2〉 has units of s−1 so that 〈(∆θ)2〉dt is dimensionless (as is dθ2).
Again, diffusion over θ-space is a bit tricky, because we assume added linear diffusion on top
of the normal diffusion. We have splitted the diffusing over θ in a ’random’ part and a biased
part, with the biased part always pushing particles in the direction of θ = pi2 . In reality, however,
these two things are all due to the same collisions. Thus when we explicitly separate these two,
we make a small over-estimation of the total amount of collisions causing diffusion, but this
over-estimation is very small and is thus justified.
〈(∆θ)2〉dt = p(dθ)(dθ)2 + p(−dθ)(−dθ)2 ⇒ p(dθ) = 〈∆θ
2〉dt
2dθ2
(18)
〈∆θ〉dt = plin(dθ)dθ ⇒ plin(dθ) = 〈∆θ〉dt
dθ
(19)
And we see that p(dθ) ∝ 1dθ2 and plin(dθ) ∝ 1dθ , with dθ  1. Thus every time step the
contribution of 〈∆θ〉 will be of order 1dθ and thus very small compared to 1dθ2 , justifying our
approach.
The formula for 〈(∆w||)2〉 gets converted in the following way:
〈(∆w‖)2〉dt = p(dw)dw2 + p(−dw)(−dw)2 ⇒ p(dw) = 〈(∆w‖)2〉 dt
2dw2
. (20)
The interpretation of 〈∆wθ〉 is a bit more subtle. Because particles are already diffusing only
one θ-bin, we still need to fix w-space into bins that fit. We want again:
〈∆wθ〉dt = p(dw, dθ)dw + p(dw,−dθ)dw. (21)
So we need to fix dw in such a way that p(dw,±dθ) 1. Now note we state that from the particles
that diffuse over θ-space, only a part diffuses also over w-space (also for lower velocities). Thus
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p(dw, dθ) should be smaller than p(dθ). this can be achieved by tuning dθ and dw. Summarizing,
this gives us the follow diffusion probabilities:
p(|dw|) = 〈(∆w‖)2〉 dt2dw2
p(|dθ|) = 〈(∆θ)2〉 dt2dθ2 = 〈(∆w⊥)2〉 dt4w2dθ2
p(−dw) = 〈∆w‖〉 dtdw
p(+dθ) = 〈∆θ〉 dt2dθ = 〈(∆w⊥)2〉 dt4w2 tan θ
p(+dw, dθ) = 〈∆wθ〉 dt2dw = 〈(∆w⊥)2〉 dt4wdw
(22)
3.4 Diffusion over φ
Although we do not take the φ-coordinate directly into our calculation, we can still say a lot
about the average diffusion over φ-space, using our knowledge of f(w, θ). We derive a formula
for 〈(∆φ)2〉, as a function of the bin (w, θ). Once more, we have symmetry in our φ-direction
and can therefore still take φ = 0. We had already derived that:
~w + ∆~w⊥ =
 ∆w cosα cos θ + w sin θ∆w sinα
−∆w cosα sin θ + w cos θ
 . (23)
Where again 0 < α < 2pi, 0 < θ < pi. We can simply obtain φ from this equation: φ ≡
arctan
(
(~w+∆~w⊥)y
(~w+∆~w⊥)z
)
= arctan
(
∆w sinα
∆w cosα cos θ+w sin θ
)
. We can taylor this once more up to second
order for ∆ww  1, which will yield:
∆φ = arctan
(
∆w⊥ sinα
∆w⊥ cosα cos θ + w sin θ
)
≈ sinα
sin θ
∆w⊥
w
− cosα cos θ
sin2 θ
(
∆w⊥
w
)2
(24)
Following the same steps, we can again calculate 〈∆φ〉 and 〈(∆φ)2〉. Ignoring terms of order
three or higher, this gives:
〈∆φ〉 =
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
S(∆~w⊥)
(
sinα
sin θ
∆w⊥
w
− cosα cos θ
sin2 θ
(
∆w⊥
w
)2)
dαd∆w⊥ = 0 (25)
〈(∆φ)2〉 =
∫ ∞
0
∫ 2pi
0
S(∆~w⊥)
(
sin2 α
sin2 θ
(∆w⊥)
2
w2
)
dαd∆w⊥ =
〈(∆w⊥)2〉
2w2 sin2 θ
(26)
Yielding eventually the diffusion parameter in φ-direction:
〈(∆φ)2〉 = 〈(∆w⊥)
2〉
2w2 sin2 θ
(27)
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This is as we would expect; due to symmetry over the φ-direction, 〈∆φ〉 should indeed be
zero. Also we expect for small θ the diffusion over φ to diverge. Although in agreement with
our predictions, this is still a problem. We therefore calculate again the average value of 〈(∆φ)2〉
over the first finite bin dθ:
〈(∆φ)2〉θ=0,pi =
∫ dθ
0
sin θ˜〈∆φ〉ddθ˜∫ dθ
0
sin θ˜ddθ˜
=
∫ dθ
0
(
sin θ˜
)−1
dθ˜
2w2(1− cos dθ) 〈(∆w⊥)
2〉
A problem: The integral of one over sin θ does not converge! We could say that 〈(∆φ)2〉θ=0 ≡
〈(∆φ)2〉θ= dθ2 . This will not be entirely correct, but because the amount of particles in bin θ = 0
will be zero, or very close to zero it will hold in very fine approximation anyway.
Note, because we have not taken φ directly into our model, we need not be concerned the
diffusion is only ’one bin’, simply because we do not have bins over φ-space. This is in our
advantage, because now we do not necessarily need an upper limit for 〈(∆φ)2〉.
3.5 Defining Hγ,φ
Note that the units from this diffusion parameters are:
[ 〈(∆φ)2〉 ] = rad2s . We could multiply
this with some time interval dt to get the squared average diffused distance in dt seconds. Because
we want to compare the diffusion to the gyration of a particle (ωγ =
ZeB
mc [8]), we will take as dt
the gyaration time: dt := τγ =
2pi
ωγ
. Note that we are still using Gaussian Units! Filling this in,
we can define the parameter Hγ,φ:
Hγ,φ :=
1
2pi
( 〈(∆φ)2〉2pimc
Ze|B|
) 1
2
(28)
If this Hγ,φ is equal to one, then during one gyration around a field line, the particles will
diffuse 2pi radians, meaning that we cannot state that motion is dominated by gyration. If
Hγ,φ  1 then the idea of figure 2 is met and the dominant term is gyration. If Hγ,φ  1
particles diffuse very quickly over φ-space and we will need a new view on eroded and sputtered
impurity particles.
We could just calculate the average of this parameter Hγ,φ over all velocity space to get a
good measure of the total diffusion in φ-direction compared to the gyration:
Hγ,φ ≡
∑
θ
∑
w
p(w, θ)Hγ,φdwdθ =
∑
θ
∑
w
p(w, θ)
( 〈(∆φ)2〉mc
2piZe|B|
) 1
2
dwdθ (29)
Underneath we have plotted an example of the value of Hγ,φ over θ, for a low temperature
plasma (T = 3 eV ) and a B-field strength of 4000 Gauss (0.4 Tesla).
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Figure 7: The value of the parameter Hγ,φ as a function of θ, for some values of w. We have only plotted
dθ < θ < pi − dθ, because our value for Hγ,φ will diverge for other θ.
We could verify the order of these results with some general formulas that give an approxi-
mation for the ion-ion collision frequency νif ,i [9, p. 32], in the limit of slow test particles. We
should divide this frequency by the gyration frequency. The resulting number will be a measure
for how many plasma ions a charged impurity will encounter during one gyration. If this number
is larger than one, we expect significant diffusion in φ-direction to happen, resulting in a value
of Hγ,φ greater than one.
νif ,i
fγ
≈ 1
fγ
1.4 · 10−7µ−1/2f µ−1T−1/2−1nifZ2Z2f log Λ
The gyration frequency is equal to: fγ = 1.52 · 103Zµ−1B, where µ = mmproton . Filling in
log Λ ≈ 9, µf = 2, µ = 184, T = 3 eV , Z = Zf = 1,  = 4.5 eV , nif = ne = 2.0 · 1014 and
B = 4000 Gauss, we find:
νif ,i
fγ
≈ 3.6
Looking at figure 7 we see that the order of magnitude of Hγ,φ and
νif ,i
fγ
is equal, for not too
low velocities, reassuring us of the correctness of our approach.
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4 Tests
We have run some tests in order to check the sensibility of the results. Unless stated else wise,
we have started these runs with a velocity equal to the Bohm velocity, vB =
√
2kT
mf
, often called
sound speed) and under an angle θ = 0, meaning that we act as if the particles are just released
into a plasma moving with the Bohm Velocity.
4.1 Normalization
Our first test is if normalization is contained. Particles should of coarse not leak out of our
system or appear from nowhere. Because we made some choices for the boundary conditions
that gave us computational advantages, very small changes in normalization could occur there.
It’s crucial these fluctuations are not too high, that is, they should be smaller than 0.001%. For
our reference run we therefore have plotted the sum:
∑
(w,θ) p(w, θ)dwdθ.
2. ´ 10-64. ´ 10-66. ´ 10-68. ´ 10-6 0.00001 0.000012 0.000014
Dt
0.99988
0.9999
0.99992
0.99994
0.99996
0.99998
1.
S
Normalization
Figure 8: Testing of normalization is contained.
We see that indeed there are some (very) small fluctuations arising for small t, when still
many particles are near the boundaries (we started with θ = 0). The losses in the end could be
due to computational losses. Because we use doubles, with a precision of around 10−15, every
calculation we lose around 5 · 10−15. Every calculation is the sum of around roughly 10 terms,
and we have roughly 200 · 50 grid points. In one million calculations, our normalization loss
purely due to the computers impresicion, will be around 10 · 200 · 50 · 106 · 5 · 10−15 = 5 · 10−4,
what thus could account for our normalization losses.
4.2 Convergence
We expect the particles to obtain an equilibrium after some time. Over velocity space this should
turn into a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (39), and in θ-space it should become a sin θ (section
7.2), because of the spherical system we are using. To make sure a real equilibrium is obtained,
we calculate the distribution for 1 million time steps and see if it is still the same after 10 million
time steps. The results are shown below, in figure 9.
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Figure 9: Testing of indeed equilibrium will be obtained. We have plotted p(w, θ = θx) for some θx and
p(w = wx, θ), for some wx and renormalized both. Without fitting, we plotted the Maxwell-Boltzmann
Distribution in the same plot as the dashed function.
Note here, that the average velocity is small, but not equal to zero. Besides, the average
velocity is slightly decreasing over the two plots. Because our model works with an finite bin-
width, we get very small deviations of a real sin θ and Maxwell-Boltzman-Distribution. These
small deviations make for the error in v, which is below 0.1% of vBohm (see the next subsection
for definition of v). The small decrease in average velocity could be due to computational losses.
4.3 Slowing Down Time
In Spitzer [10] a slowing down time (τs) is introduced (see section 7.2, equation 47). We expect
this slowing down time to be equal to the slope of the average velocity vs time, for small t.
Assuming uniform distribution in the φ-direction, we calculate:
v =
∑
w
∑
θ
p(w, θ)w cos θdθdw (30)
This is the average velocity in the direction of the B-field, thus in the laboratory frame, in the
direction of the plasma itself. We can plot the absolute value of this average velocity, together
with a linear function of the slowing down time:
v(t) = v0 − v0
τs(v0)
t (31)
Meaning that when t = τs, v(τs) will be 0.
Plotting this for different masses and temperatures, we get plots like figure 10.
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Figure 10: Slowing down times given in Spitzer plotted together with the model, for different plasma’s
and impurities. No fit parameters have been used!
Of course eventually the particles should be slowed down to an average of v = 0, meaning
that equation 30 should give something around 0 for large t. Testing this gives plots like figure
11.
Figure 11: The average velocity of impurity particles is decreasing over time, eventually reaching 0 as
expected.
4.4 Different Timesteps
Of course only the time difference should matter to how the distributions look. Thus making the
time steps smaller by a factor 2, but running the double amount of steps, should yield (almost)
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exactly the same plots. This is one more simple benchmark to sanity check our model.
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Thermalisation of impurities in a Deuterium plasma
dt = 5´10-11
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Figure 12: Two different time-steps, but the same time intervals give rise to the same distributions.
Both axes are scaled and mimp = 15u.
Figure 13: Diffusion over θ-space with only the time steps that differ between the two runs.
Note that although the two runs are almost entirely identical, the average value of the greater
dt drops down quicker, but the difference is well within our uncertainty.
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5 Results
5.1 Example of Results
From every run we get a large data-set, with after every 10.000 iterations the values for p(w, θ).
We could make an array-plot, on which it will become clear where the bulk of the particles are.
Figure 14: Diffusion of impurity particles with a mass of 184 u. Here the velocity is plotted on the y-axis,
with the lowest velocities on the top of the plot. In the x-axis the angle θ is plotted, for 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi.
Under every array plot is stated after how many time-evolutions the plot has been made.
Figure 15: Diffusion of impurity particles with a mass of 55 u. Here the velocity is plotted on the y-axis,
with the lowest velocities on the top of the plot. In the x-axis the angle θ is plotted, for 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi.
Under every array plot is stated after how many time-evolutions the plot has been made.
5.2 Parameter Scans
We have scanned for different masses, temperatures and densities of plasmas. All background
plasmas have been taken to be Deuterium and our reference case existed out of singly ionized
impurities with mass 184u (Tungsten), with a deuterium background plasma of Te = 3 eV and
electron/ion density of 2 · 1014 cm−3. All impurities have been taken to have the Bohm velocity,
vB , with an angle of θ = dθ. Because in our model the plasma is taken to be stationary, this
corresponds to the situation where you simply release the particles into the plasma, which is
moving with the Bohm velocity. Calculating the average velocity in the direction of the B-
field using formula 30 and plotting logarithmic, we get figures like figure 16. Although thermal
equilibrium has not yet been reached, we can still see the difference between the parameters.
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(a) Mass scan, with T = 3 eV , ne = 2.0 · 1014 cm−3
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(b) Temperature scan, with m = 184 u,
ne = 2.0 · 1014 cm−3
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Figure 16: Parameter scans. Plotted is the average velocity in the direction of the magnetic field lines,
for small t. Both axes are scaled. The velocity is scaled on vB , in order to let all lines start at the same
point. Also the time axes are scaled with the slowing down time τs. In these plots thermalization has
not yet been reached. All the particles have been released with the Bohm velocity, which is temperature-
dependent. In plot (b) therefore, the particles have not started with the same velocity, but in all the
other plots they have.
For high Temperature, the slowing down seems to go exponentially. Looking at the diffusion
parameters in the high-temperature limit, we see that this indeed should be the case. See the
Appendix, section 7.6 for the computation.
From these parameter-scans we could calculate the average displacement of the particles. We
could calculate after how many timesteps only 1e of the wstart = vB is left and call that time
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τ1/e. Then we could compute ∆x =
∑τ1/e
0 vB(1−v)dt, which is the average spatial displacement
along the B field, in the laboratory frame. In reality, the plasma is moving with the speed of
sound, but in our model it’s taked to be stationary, thus vimp = vB − w. Doing so we find:
mass (u) T (eV ) ne (·1014cm−3) τ1/e (s) ∆x (cm)
15 3.0 2.0 6.0 · 10−7 0.356
55 3.0 2.0 2.4 · 10−6 1.332
184 3.0 2.0 8.4 · 10−6 5.072
184 0.5 2.0 9.0 · 10−7 0.235
184 10. 2.0 4.0 · 10−5 42.56
184 3.0 0.5 3.0 · 10−5 17.71
184 3.0 4.0 4.3 · 10−6 2.538
Table 1: For three different masses, temperatures and densities, the time τ1/e it takes until v =
vB
e
and
the averaged distance along the B-field the particles have traveled in the laboratory-frame.
5.3 Results Hγ,φ
For every run, we could make different plots to get an understanding of the parameter Hγ,φ.
Here we plotted for some different values of T the value of Hγ,φ.
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Figure 17: Scan of the parameter Hγ,φ for different values of T, where all the particles came in the
plasma having the bohm-velocity (as a function of T ), under an angle of 1 dθ.
Also we have checked what happens if one varies the mass. Due to incomparable time scales,
we show here only the value for Hγ,φ when thermal equilibrium has (almost) been reached.
mass (u) time (s) Hγ,φ
2 8 · 10−8 6.5712
15 1 · 10−6 6.2661
55 6 · 10−6 6.3879
184 7 · 10−5 6.4431
Table 2: Values for Hγ,φ for different masses, with T = 3 eV , ne = 2.0 · 1014 cm−3, when equilibrium is
(almost) reached.
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6 Conclusion and Outlook
Of coarse a broad range of conclusions can be drawn from all the possible plots we could make.
As a first, we should conclude our model has passed all benchmarks, making the outcome of the
results more reliable. Secondly, from figures 16(a) and 14 we can understand why particles with
low masses get slowed down so totally different. For high masses, the linear friction diffusion
obviously dominates; before diffusing over θ-space, the bulk of impurity particles is slowed down
till much lower velocities. That process is roughly exponential (see figure 16(a), m = 184). For
particles with m = 2 however, the thermal velocity is (nearly) equal to the bohm velocity, mean-
ing that diffusion will happen mainly in the θ-direction straight from the beginning, giving the
totally different diffusion behavior. We also conclude that for high temperature, the thermal-
ization will go exponentially, because then the linear diffusion is linear in w. We are not able
to give a general expression for the time it takes impurities too fully slow down. For different
masses, temperatures, etc, even the amount of ’slowing down times’ it takes to get v = 0 differs.
With our model however, from every individual run the full slow down time can be calculated
straightforward by plotting v. Once this v is calculated, we could compute the average traveled
distance (table 1). Once we know how long it takes before the sputtered impurities are ionized
and how far the ions have traveled through the plasma by then, we could calculate their average
velocity once they return at the divertor. A quick glance at ionization lenghts [6] tells us that
not all impurities-ions are thermalized upon their return.
From the plots of the Hγ,φ parameter, we clearly see that in ITER-like conditions, i.e. low
temperature and high density plasma, Hγ,φ > 1 for different masses and therefore for different
types of wall-particles. Basically this means that during one gyration time, the movement in
φ-direction due to diffusion is a multitude of 2pi, meaning one can not state the gyrational orbits
are completed. The picture of figure 2 is definitly not valid. In general this means any species of
wall particles that is being eroded is not very likily to gyrate back to the divertor wall instantly,
but is more likily to diffuse through φ-space (as well as the other dimensions of velocity space)
first. It’s counter-intuitive that in a low temperature plasma diffusion dominates more strongly
than in a high temperature plasma. Clearly this would not be the case if all collisions were
hard-sphere collisions. For low temperature plasmas however, the interaction time between to
charged particles is longer (the particles move slower) and therefore they are able to interact
stronger with each other, resulting in a quicker diffusion.
We have looked only briefly at spatial diffusion. A more advanced model could calculate this
directional diffusion a lot better, taking the gyration of all the particles into account. A subtle
point here is that the gyration-radius is changing the whole time, depending on the velocity
perpendicular to the B-field lines. Afterwards, one could introduce a divergent B-field, as will
be found nearby the divertor, making things even more complicated. Also other physical effects
could be added, for example chemical reactions and recombination. Once a reliable model has
been reached dealing with spatial diffusion, it could be tested much more easily than a model
calculating velocity distributions.
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7 Appendix
7.1 Gaussian Units
In this whole thesis we use Gaussian Units [9]. This will make our formulas easier and is thus
normally the convention for plasma physics. Some values of fundamental constants are changed,
as well as their units. We will not go into the different units, but just state the value of the
constants in the different systems.
Constant S.I. Gaussian
e 1.6022 · 10−19 4.8032 · 10−10
k 1.3807 · 10−23 1.3807 · 10−16
c 2.9979 · 108 2.9979 · 1010
0 8.8542 · 10−12 1
µ0 4pi · 10−7 1
mass kg g
velocity m s−1 cm s−1
density kg m−3 g cm−3
B-field Tesla Gauss (1 Gauss = 104 Tesla)
Table 3: The Gaussian constants and quantities that appear in this thesis.
We use eV to denote Temperature. Here the basic rule is 1 eV = 11605 K.
7.2 General Theory
Note: all formulas are written in Gaussian Units and we have adopted the common notation in
which velocity is represented by ’w’.
7.2.1 Coulomb Collisions
In a fusion plasma particle interaction is dominated by (long range) Coulomb interaction, rather
than by hard sphere collisions [1], because most particles are ionized. Coulomb interaction is a
long range force, meaning that also particles that pass by each other change their trajectories.
Because the chance particles pass by each other is much larger than the chance they actually
hit, relatively soon the Coulomb force becomes dominant (there are simply much more Coulomb
interactions than hard-sphere interactions). Therefore, small-angle collisions dominate entirly
and all large angle-collisions can and will be neglected. Here we derive the Coulomb Logarithm,
log Λ and give an example of diffusion parameters.
When two equally charged particles approach, their paths can be described by hyperbola.
Denoting p as the distance of closest approach (in absence of any forces), we can name χ the
angle of deflection as measured from the center of mass frame (see figure 18).
The particles’ potential energy is given by:
U(r) =
Z1Z2e
2
r2
, (32)
with Z1 and Z2 the charge number of particle one and two respectively and e the elementary
electron-charge. In the center of mass frame, this force (F = −∇U) acts as a central force,
so we can describe the particles’ orbits in terms of a particle with (reduced) mass µ = m1m2m1+m2
around the origin [1]. In this collision both energy and angular momentum are conserved during
I
Figure 18: Deflection of two (equally) charged particles A and B, as seen from the center of mass system.
Here p is the parameter of smallest approach, and χ the angle of deflection. Dots denote equal angles.
the interaction (remark: generally for a particle in a Tokamak energy and momentum are not
conserved, because we constantly add head to the system, but because all the collisions happen
on extremely small timescales, the energy during a collision can be kept constant). So, in polar
coordinates:
1
2
µ(r˙2 + r2θ˙2) =
1
2
µw20 (A) , µr
2θ˙ = µpw0 (B) (33)
In which w0 is the velocity difference of the particles, long before they interact and µ the reduced
mass. We are not very interested in solving the orbits for time, but rather we want r as a function
of θ, so we eliminate time by writing r˙
θ˙
= drdθ . From eq. 33(B) we obtain θ˙ =
pw0
r2 , plugging this
into eq.33(A) we find:
µp2w20
2r4 ((
r˙
θ˙
)2 + r2) = 12µw
2
0 − U(r). Solving this for drdθ we find:
r˙
θ˙
=
dr
dθ
= ±
√
r4
p2
(
1− p
2
r2
− 2U(r)
µw20
)
(34)
We are mostly interested in the point of closest approach, let’s call it (rc, θc). In figure 18 we
see that at this point r˙
θ˙
= 0, meaning 0 = 1 − p2r2c − 2
U(rc)
µw20
. From formula 34 it is clear that in
order to obtain θ, we need to integrate one over its right side with respect to r. Doing this for
θc = θ(rc), we calculate:
θ(∞)− θ(rc) =
∞∫
rc
−b/r2√
1− p2r2 − 2U(r)µw20
dr
Note that indeed, for rc < r <∞ the derivative is negative. Note also that for r →∞, θ → 0. By
plugging in U(r) as being the Coulomb potential (eq.32) and using the substitution: p0 =
Z1Z2e
2
µw20
(this parameter p0 stands for the value of p where the scattering angle is 90
◦) we find:
II
θ(rc) =
∞∫
rc
b/r2√
1− p2r2 − 2
p20
r
dr
This integral can be solved by substitution of p
2
r2 − 2p
2
0
r and we find:
θc = arctan
p
p0
(35)
From geometry (figure 18) we see that the angle of deflection is:
χ = pi − 2θc. (36)
7.2.2 Diffusion Parameters: Example
Because we know the angle of deflection χ, we can calculate a change in velocity. Normally we
should integrate over the velocity-distribution of the field particles, but to make the general idea
clear, we will discuss a simplified case here, following Spitzer [10]. We take
mf
m > 1 and wf = 0,
where the subscript f denotes field particles and no subscript means impurity particles. From
the equation χ = pi− 2θc (geometrically clear from figure 18), we see that (∆w⊥)2 ≡ w2 sin2 χ =
w2 sin2(pi − 2θc) = 4w2 sin2 θc cos2 θc. Filling in equation 35 we find:
(∆w⊥)2 =
4w2(p/p0)
2
(1 + (p/p0)2)
2
Formally, we have to integrate this over all the possible impact-parameters p, with p ranging
from 0 to∞. The amount of encounters between p and dp will be simply be given by 2pipwnfdp,
where nf denotes the density of the field particles (assumed constant over space). We therefore
need to solve:
〈(∆w⊥)2〉 = 8pinfw2
∫ ∞
0
(p/p0)
3
(1 + (p/p0)2)
2 dp = 8pinfw
2p20
∫ ∞
0
x3
(1 + x2)
2 dx
Unluckily, this integral will not converge, meaning that the change of velocity will be infinitely
large! Of course, this cannot be correct, thus we have to cut off the integral at some upper bound
pmax
p0
. Arguably, we should take as a cut-off pmax something like n
−1/3
f , the average spacing for
the field particles. On distances larger than this average distance, the chance more than one
particle will pass by at one time will become larger and we should take three-body interactions
into account. However, it turns out, as shown by Cohen, Spitzer and Routly [11] that even for
p > n
−1/3
f equation 36 is still valid in good approximation, because random fluctuations in the
field particles’ density must still be taken into account and those turn out to have the same
effect. More logical is it to cut-off the interactions at a distance greater than the Debye-shielding
length λd, because due to screening particles with a larger distance hardly interact with each
other. The integral from equation 7.2.2 then will be turned into:
〈(∆w⊥)2〉 = 8pinfw2p20
∫ λd
p0
0
x3
(1 + x2)
2 dx = 8pinfw
2p20 log
λd
p0
(37)
We now find a logarithm in our equation, from which we know it will vary slowly. We therefore
can average over the kinetic energy of the impurity particles, replacing the mw2 in p0 to 3kT
and thus define the so called Coulomb Logarithm:
Λ ≡ log λd
p0
= log
[
3
2Z Zfe3
(
k3T 3
pine
) 1
2
]
(38)
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7.2.3 Maxwell-Boltzmann Equilibrium
Speeds of particles that are assumed to roam free (i.e. without particle-property-changing inter-
actions) will obtain a Maxwell Boltzmann distribution. The basic assumption is that the system
is closed, enough interactions take place and their energy is dominated by 12mv
2 (thus the system
has only one quadratic degree of freedom), which in a plasma is still valid: for sure the contribu-
tion of the B field is zero, because the Lorentz Force acts perpendicular to the velocity-direction
and thus its work done will be zero. Due to random motions small electric field will arise, but on
average the energy of these fields will be close to zero and may therefore be neglected (indeed, we
have quasi-neutrality) [1]. Using Boltzmann theory, we know the chance a particle will have some
velocity ~wi in the i-th direction, will be proportional to e
− EikT = e−
mw2i
2kT , with k the Boltzmann
factor. In our case we are only interested in absolute speeds thus in w =
√
w2x + w
2
y + w
2
z and in
the angles of these speeds (θ and φ). To calculate the amount of particles with a velocity between
v and v + dv, we must use the volume element in spherical coordinates (w2 sin θdwdθdφ), and
multiply it with the Boltzmann Distribution (p(En) ∝ e−EnkT ). To obtain now a function f(w),
we need to integrate over the directions θ and φ (and normalize again). Doing so, we obtain the
famous formula for distribution of speeds [12, p. 49]:
p(w) =
√
2
pi
( m
kT
)3
w2e−
mw2
2kT . (39)
Which is called the Maxwell-Boltzmann Distribution, which is the well-known equilibrium dis-
tribution for many gasses.
From this derivation we also see that in this equilibrium we expect the distribution over θ to
become p(θ) = sin θ.
Starting with this distribution we could easily calculate the most probable speed velocity
(i.e. the maximum of equation 39), which we will denote as the thermal velocity. This velocity
is the point on which the chance of particles diffusing upwards equals the chance of diffusing
downwards. It is easily found by differentiating equation 39, setting it equal to zero and solving
it for w:
∂
∂w
√
2
pi
( m
kT
)3
w2e−
mw2
2kT = e−
mw2
2kT
(
2
pi
) 1
2 ( m
kT
) 5
2
w
(
2kT
m
− w2
)
= 0.
Solving this for w we find:
wth =
√
2kT
m
(40)
7.2.4 Equilibrium in the Model
In advance should be clear if eventually an equilibrium will be obtained over w-space. Namely, for
high velocities, the chance a particle diffuses to a higher velocity should be lower than the chance
it diffuses to a lower velocity, else particles will on average gain free kinetic energy. For some low
velocity however, thermal fluctuations should have a higher chance to increase a particles velocity,
because the surrounding plasma is hot. Then, for high velocities particles will be generally slowed
down, but for small velocities will be accelerated. Assuming that until some wth the probability
function f(w) will increase monotonically and after wth the probability function will decrease
monotonically and equilibrium is obtained, between the slope of the function f(w) and the
differences between the left and right sides of the above equation. This leads down to (for some
θ0):
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p(+dw)w − p(−dw)w+dw + 2p(+dw, θ)w < p(−dw)w0 , for w > w0 (41)
p(+dw)w − p(−dw)w+dw + 2p(+dw, θ)w > p(−dw)w , for w < w0 (42)
Where p(+dw, θ)w0 is the chance particles with velocity w0 will diffuse over θ space to θ0 and
by doing so increase their velocity. Particles could come from θ0 − dθ and θ0 + dθ, explaining
the factor 2. Actually these chances are not equal, as will we have shown in the section 3.3, but
for these derivations it’s sufficient to state p(+dw,+dθ) = p(+dw,−dθ) (meaning we’re actually
ignoring θ-space and its properties).
All these chances are also derived in section 3.3, leading up to equation 22. Filling in these
chances, multiplying both sides with dwdt and taking limit for dw → 0, we find as conditions for
equilibrium: {−∂〈(∆w‖)2〉
2∂w + 2
〈(∆w⊥)2〉
4w < 〈∆w||〉 for w > w0
−∂〈(∆w‖)2〉
2∂w + 2
〈(∆wθ)2〉
4w > 〈∆w||〉 for w < w0
(43)
Let us look now what happens to equation 43 for high values of w. Substituting x =
√
mf
2kT w
and filling in equations 2,3 and 4, the equations come down to (for high w):
Φ(x)−G(x) > mf
2kT
G(x)
(
1 +
1
x2
)
(44)
Now, because limx→∞ Φ(x) = 1, but limx→∞G(x) = 0, for high w this equation simply states
that 1 > 0, which is correct.
On the other hand however, limx↓0 Φ(x) = limx↓0G(x) = 0, thus then equation 44 will yield
0 < ∞ (the 1x2 -term on the right hand side will collapse to infinity). And thus also for low w
equation 43 is satisfied, making a priori sure our model will converge.
Because the two conditions in equation 43 are both met, there will be some point w0 for
which the both sides of the equation are equal. We could try to solve the resulting equality for
w0. For this value w0 the amount of particles diffusing upwards should equal the amount slowing
down and it will eventually be the top of our distribution function (which is the most probable
value for w!). Putting the left side of equations 43 to the right side, and filling in the diffusion
parameters we find:
ADl
2
f (1 +
m
mf
)G(lfw)(w0) =
1
2
−∂
∂w
ADG(lfw)
w
∣∣∣∣
w0
+ 2
AD(Φ(lfw)−G(lfw))
4w2
∣∣∣∣
w0⇒
0 = e−(lfw0)
2
(
− 2kT
mfw0
+
m
mf
w0
)(√
2
pi
lfw0 + e
(lfw0)
2
Φ(lfw0)
)
AD
⇒
0 = w0
(
− 2kT
mfw20
+
m
mf
)
⇒
w0 =
√
2kT
m
(45)
V
And we see that this equilibrium velocity is indeed the expected thermal velocity of Boltzmann
distribution: w0 = wth =
√
2kT
m , as defined in equations 7.2.3 and 40.
The plasma itself, how ever, moves with a velocity called the Bohm Velocity (often referred
to as ’the sound speed’), which is equal to:
vBohm =
√
k(Te + Tion)
mf
=
√
2kT
mf
. (46)
7.2.5 Slowing Down Time
We could define the time it takes the particles to ’slow’ down, intuitively as τs =
w
〈∆w‖〉 . This is
done by Spitzer [10], leading up to (just filling in equation 4):
τs ≡ w〈∆w‖〉
⌋
w0
=
w0
AD
(
1 + mmf
)
l2fG(lfw0)
(47)
Where w0 now denotes the speed on time t0. This τs is an underestimation of the real time it
will take before on average the impurities will be slowed down. To see this, we note that 〈∆w‖〉
is a decreasing function of velocity (for some regime of w) and thus when w0 will decrease in
some time, τs does not automatically decrease linearly as well, but will actually give a bigger,
or roughly equal value. Eventually our model will calculate a more accurate slowing down time,
which linearization around t0 will be τs.
7.3 Exported Lists
With Mathematica we export seven files, all in with a .data extension (which can be read by
both Mathematica and C++:
1. dif.th, (diffusion over theta space)
2. dif.para, (diffusion due in parallel velocity direction)
3. dif.vth, (increase in velocity due to diffusion over theta space)
4. dif.linv, (friction term)
5. lin.th.onder, (linear diffusion of theta for θ < pi2 )
6. lin.th.boven, (linear diffusion of theta for θ > pi2 )
7. input, (the input list)
The first six lists all depend on given plasma-parameters, the mass of the impurities, the
temperature, etc. But they also depend on model-parameters, the bin size of dw and dθ, the
maximal velocity and dt. Therefore we export an extra list, called ”info m T ne...” with the info
of the parameters used, and the amount of iterations. C++ uses this lists to make sure the input
is valid and to know when to generate output. Mathematica tests the sensibility of these lists;
Is the end-velocity not too high, are the time-steps not too large or too small, etc. An example
of such an info-list is printer below, in tableform.
VI
Figure 19: An example of all the parameters listed in the info list. Whenever you analyze a model-run,
this file will automatically tell you which parameters have been used.
7.4 Writing the time evolution
In order to optimize the time one evolution-calculates takes, we have optimized two things.
Firstly, by making a correct data structure, we made sure the data needed for every calculation
was already available in the cash. Secondly, we optimized the rewriting of the probability func-
tion. We need to watch out here, that during one time step, we only calculate with the data from
the previous time steps and not from this time-step. To do this, we could just write a whole new
temporary list, lst temp, and fill it with the evolution of the p list. Then, after all the bins have
been calculated, store lst temp to p list, and clear lst temp again for the next iteration. Doing
this, we need extra space, which could slow down the program. So instead, we make one extra
list, of length points th (result1[θ] and two extra variables(result1,result2). Then we store the
output of the calculations of the points (0, θ) to the list result1[θ] and the calculations of points
(1, 1) and (1, 2) to results1 and results2 respectively. Having done so, the whole calculation we
do not need the bin (0, 0) anymore. So we can overwrite p list(0, 0) with this new value. Thus
then we can write out and clear results1[w− 1, θ− 1] and store result2 = results1[w− 1, θ− 1].
Next we store result3 to result2, we then have result3 free and can fill it with the new value for
point (1, 3), and repeat. This is rather abstract, but hopefully figure 20 will make it clearer.
7.5 Evolution Code
Here th = θ. All the dif.-lists are lists of the diffusion probabilities evaluated in steps of dw.
So dif.para[w] is the element out of the list of parallel diffusion parameters by velocity w · dw.
dif.linv is the friction, dif.th is the diffusion over θ and dif.vth is the diffusion over velocity due
to diffusion over θ.
Note that the chance particles do not diffuse over for example θ-space is: 1−2 ·dif.th (because
it is neither diffusing to higher, nor lower θ). Note that terms like (dif.th)
2
are 0, simply because
particles cannot diffuse upwards and downwards at the same time. Another factor 2 in terms
like (dif.para · dif.th) comes from the different paths that can be taken through velocity space.
The linear diffusion term exists out of two lists, one that accounts for the linear diffusion for
θ < pi2 (thus this list will make angles increase towards
pi
2 , therefore this list is 0 for θ >
pi
2 ). The
other lists accounts for a diffusion of high θ-particles to pi2 and is therefore 0 for all θ <
pi
2 . The
lists will be named lin.thL and lin.thH , for respectively θ lower than
pi
2 and θ higher than
pi
2 .
VII
Figure 20: Rewriting the probability function, using as less extra space as possible.
p[w, th] {1− 2 · dif.para[w]− dif.linv[w]− 2 · dif.th[w]− (lin.thL[w, th] + lin.thH [w, th])}
p[w − 1, th] {dif.para[w − 1] · (1− 2dif.th[w − 1]− (lin.thL[w, th] + lin.thH [w, th]))}
p[w + 1, th] {dif.para[w+1]·(1−2dif.th[w+1]−(lin.thL[w+1, th]+lin.thH [w+1, th]))+dif.linv[w+1]}
p[w, th− 1] {(dif.th[w]− dif.vth[w] + lin.thL[w, th− 1]) · (1− 2dif.para[w])}
p[w, th+ 1] {(dif.th[w]− dif.vth[w] + lin.thH [w, th+ 1]) · (1− 2dif.para[w])}
p[w−1, th−1] {dif.vth[w− 1] + 2dif.para[w− 1] · (dif.th[w− 1]− dif.vth[w− 1] + lin.thL[w− 1, th− 1])}
p[w−1, th+1] {dif.vth[w− 1] + 2dif.para[w− 1] · (dif.th[w− 1]− dif.vth[w− 1] + lin.thH [w− 1, th+ 1])}
p[w+1, th−1] {2dif.para[w + 1] · (dif.th[w + 1] + lin.thL[w + 1, th− 1])}
p[w+1, th+1] {2dif.para[w + 1] · (dif.th[w + 1] + lin.thH [w + 1, th+ 1])}
Table 4: Representation of time-evolution code. From every bin we subtract from p(w, th, t) the first
row, and add the lower rows. By doing this, we get the value p(w, th, t+ dt).
7.6 High Temperature
In the high temperature limit, we expect the decay to be exponential. Although in ITERs
divertor no ’high temperature’ will be found around the divertor (only 30000 degrees celsius,
instead of 150 million), we want to derive what happens for high T. If we make use of equations
2 and 3, we find for hight T-limit. First note that lf =
√
mf
2kT , thus lf → 0 when T →∞. Thus:
〈(∆w‖)2〉lf≈0 ≈ 〈(∆w‖)2〉lf=0 +
∂
∂lf
〈(∆w‖)2〉
⌋
lf=0
lf . (48)
Now, filling in equation 2, note that limlf→0 Φ(lfw) = 0, limlf→0 lfwΦ
′(lfw) = 0 and ofcourse
limlf→0 l
2
fw
2 = 0, but it’s not clear that also limlf→0G(lfw) := limlf→0
Φ(lfw)−lfwΦ′(lfw)
2l2fw
2 = 0.
Luckily, we can use L’Hoˆpital’s rule:
VIII
lim
lf→0
AD
w
(
Φ(lfw)− lfwΦ′(lfw)
2l2fw
2
)
= lim
lf→0
AD
w
∂
∂lf
(Φ(lfw)− lfwΦ′(lfw))
4lfw2
= lim
lf→0
AD
w
2√
pi
we−l
2
fw
2 − we−l2fw2 + 2(lfw)2e−l2fw2
4lfw2
= lim
lf→0
AD
w
1√
pi
lfe
−l2fw2
= 0 (49)
Where we have used that ∂∂lf =
∂
∂lfw
∂lfw
∂lf
= w ∂∂lfw .
Thus we can safely say that limlf→0〈(∆w‖)2〉lf=0 = 0. Calculating the derivative, we find:
∂
∂lf
(
AD
w
G(lfw)
)
= AD
∂
∂lfw
G(lfw)
= AD
(
2e−l
2
fw
2
√
pi
− 2G(lfw)
lfw
)
(50)
Taking once more the limit (same reasoning as above, using L’Hoˆspital’s rule), we find:
∂
∂lf
AD
w G(lfw)
⌋
lf=0
lf = AD
2lf
3
√
pi
. Thus the diffusion coe¨fficient tends to a constant. Much the
same reason can be applied to 〈∆w2⊥〉, we then find in the high T -limit: 〈∆w2⊥〉 → AD 4lf3√pi , which
is twice the value for 〈∆w2‖〉 as is to be expected! Namely, for every vectory ~w two dimensions
are perpendicular and only one is parallel, thus the diffusion perpendicular will be twice as high
as in parallel direction!
Now the interesting part: finding out 〈∆w‖〉 for high temperature. For exponential decay,
this should be linear in w.
〈∆w‖〉highT ≈ AD
(
1 +
m
mf
)
∂l2fG(lfw)
∂lf
⌋
lf=0
lf
= AD
(
1 +
m
mf
)
∂
∂lf
Φ(lfw)− lfwΦ′(lfw)
2w2
⌋
lf=0
lf
= AD
(
1 +
m
mf
)
∂
∂lf
Φ(lfw)− lfwΦ′(lfw)
2w2
⌋
lf=0
lf
=
AD
2w2
(
1 +
m
mf
)
∂
∂lf
(Φ(lfw)− lfwΦ′(lfw))
⌋
lf=0
lf (51)
=
AD
2w2
(
1 +
m
mf
)⌊
2√
pi
lfwe
−l2fw2 − lfw
(
−lfwe−l2fw2 + 4√
pi
l2fw
3e−l
2
fw
2
)⌋
lf=0
lf
=
AD
2w2
(
1 +
m
mf
)⌊
2√
pi
lfwe
−l2fw2 − lfw
(
−lfwe−l2fw2 + 4√
pi
l2fw
3e−l
2
fw
2
)⌋
lf=0
lf
= 0 (52)
And thus we see we need to calculate a third order Taylor expansion. Calculating the second
IX
derivative of the function l2fG(lfw), it turns out to be zero again:
∂2
∂l2f
l2fG(lf )
⌋
lf=0
= 0. So in
order for this all to work, we need to calculate a third order taylor coefficent. Doing so, we find:
〈∆w‖〉highT ≈ 〈∆w‖〉lf=0 +
∂
∂lf
〈∆w‖〉lf=0lf +
∂2
2∂l2f
〈∆w‖〉lf=0l2f +
∂3
6∂l3f
〈∆w‖〉lf=0l3f
= 0 + 0 + 0 +
4e−l
2
fw
2
6
√
pi
(
w − 5l2fw5 + 2l4fw5
)⌋
lf=0
l3f
=
2AD
3
√
pi
wl3f (53)
Thus although very small, 〈∆w‖〉 will vary linearly in w. Also the diffusion perpendicular
and parallel are simply constants. Thus in the high temperature limit, the slowing down will go
slowly, but exponentially.
X
